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EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION ON 
COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE 

 
Eduardo Rosa 

 
Spatial disorientation (SD) has been cited as the leading cause of 33% of all aircraft’s incidents with a 
fatality rate of almost 100% (Gibb, Ercoline, & Scharff, 2011). In spite of these figures, data from 1947 
to 2010 presented by the Aerospace Medical Association indicated that SD’s roles in mishaps over the 
years are consistent and rates are not declining. Thus, research and training are paramount factors to 
improve awareness and reduce the probability of SD‐related accidents. The failure in recognizing the 
multisensory aspect of SD is seen by the US Naval Aviation Safety Office as a leading cause of aircraft 
mishaps  from 1990  to 2008. This study examined  the effects of vestibular stimulation on cognitive 
processing.  Twenty‐four  subjects  performed  spatial  and  verbal  cognitive  tasks  in  a  Bárány  Chair. 
Participants  had  higher  throughput  scores  in  spatial  tasks  than  in  verbal  tasks.  No  significant 
difference was observed during acceleration or deceleration phases in both tasks.   
 
Spatial  desorientering  (SD)  har  nämnts  som  den  ledande  orsaken  (33  %)  till  farliga  incidenter  i 
flygning och leder nästan alltid till dödliga utfall (Gibb, Ercoline, & Scharff, 2011). Trots dessa siffror, 
data från 1947 till 2010 presenteras av Aerospace Medical Association visar att SD: s roller i missöden 
över år är stabilt och nivåerna minskar inte. Således, forskning och utbildning är avgörande faktorer 
till  öka  medvetenheten  och  minska  sannolikheten  för  SD  relaterade  olyckor.  Misslyckandet  att 
erkänna multisensorisk aspekt av SD ses av US Naval Aviation Safety Office som en ledande orsak till 
flygplan missöden från 1990 till 2008. Denna studie undersökte effekterna av vestibular stimulering 
på kognitiv bearbetning. Tjugofyra försökspersoner utförde spatiala‐ och verbala kognitiva uppgifter i 
en  Bárány  stol.  Deltagarna  hade  högre  kognitivgenomströmning  poäng  i  spatiala  uppgifter  än  i 
verbala uppgifter. Ingen signifikant skillnad observerades under acceleration eller inbromsning faser i 
båda uppgifterna. 

 
 
SD in aviation settings is defined as the “pilot’s inability to correctly interpret 
the position, motion or stance of his/her aircraft or of him/herself in relation 
to the surface of the earth and its gravitational vertical” (Benson, 1998). The 
intense and dynamic flight environment does not match our physiological 
capabilities to quickly adjust to novel situations involving three-axis 
positional changes and constant variations in speed and direction. Sensorial 
physiological adjustments may be slower than the physical requirements to fly 
an aircraft. The interpretation of our relative position to the surrounding 
environment, with reduced external reference and acuity, therefore, may be 
constrained.  

Failing in interpreting its own position derives from inadequate or 
incorrect sensory information and effective integration from visual, vestibular 
and proprioceptive systems (Bednarek, Truszczyński, & Wutke, 2013). Among 
those three sensory modalities, the vision system represents approximately 
80% of the information for maintaining orientation (Parmet & Gillingham, 
2002). The function of this primary system, in conjunction with vestibular 
mechanisms for orientation information, is assimilated at basic neural levels 
(Parmet & Gillingham, 2002). The mechanism implies that higher processing 
levels cannot overcome the effects of SD.  

Nevertheless, the opposite is not true. The susceptibility between 
persons to SD varies according to cognitive factors, including spatial ability 
and workload (Webb, Estrada III, & Kelley, 2012). Increased workload may 
have a direct effect on the perception of changes of orientation during flight 
(Durnford et al., 1996). Task saturation from psychological stress may imply 
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that cognitive performance is impaired as a resultant from disorienting 
situations.  

Baddeley, Della Sala & Robbins (1996) and Miyake et al. (2000) 
explained the importance of the central executive system in managing all 
rational and motor activities, as well as perceptual processes. The central 
executive system manages the selection and processing of information, it is 
responsible for handling working memory (WM) processes and its subsequent 
implementation by the motor system and deals with attention allocation and 
in controlling automatic responses. Lower efficiency of central executive 
mechanisms infers that mental models of position are compromised 
(Bednarek, Truszczyński, & Wutke, 2013). This means that the stance and 
movement of an aircraft can be misinterpreted by the pilot according to his or 
her efficiency of allocation of cognitive resources. 

In other words, if the control of central executive mechanisms is 
compromised or is less efficient, so is the probability of establishing 
orientation, that is, the pilot is likely to suffer the consequences of being 
spatially disoriented. 

Bednarek, Truszczyński, & Wutke (2013) have found that cognitive 
predictors of greater effects of SD for visual illusions included attention 
switching, selective attention, updating efficiency and WM capacity. Among 
those, individuals who have the ability for attention orienting seems to have 
greater capacity for rapid information processing, and favor attention control 
over depth of processing. Their study indicated that individuals who can 
efficiently use attention resources, particularly attention switching on the 
information of interest (inhibiting attention to unrelated information) may 
have better control of the aircraft, that is, may recover faster or more 
efficiently, in a disorienting situation. Hence, as discussed by Durnford et al. 
(1996), perceptions of changing of aircraft’s position can be triggered by 
increased workload and/or external or internal distractions. The extent of SD 
depends on the pilot’s attention resource allocation efficacy and WM capacity 
(Bednarek, Truszczyński, & Wutke, 2013). This can be extended by other 
disorienting situations, such as workload or conflicting information. 

The abovementioned reference follows the ‘posture first’ principle, 
which states that when balance and orientation are disturbed, there is a 
natural tendency to revoke resources allocated to secondary tasks and direct 
them to regaining orientation and stability (Kerr, Condon, & McDonald, 
1985). This could degrade the performance of executive (secondary) tasks in 
detriment of reestablishing the sense of positioning in relation to the external 
environment (Gresty et. al, 2008). The principle came from studies involving 
performance in its overall context. The single resource theory holds that, in 
order to efficiently perform a certain task, an individual uses a determined 
amount of resources (Kahneman, 1973). When a primary task is demanding, 
lesser resources are available to perform secondary tasks. Wickens (1980) 
proposed a secondary approach, and formulated the multiple resource theory. 
This theory states that resources are differentiated by sensory modality, stage 
of information processing and processing codes (Wickens, 1980). This means 
that the performance of two distinct tasks, i.e. visual and auditory tasks, 
would require less effort to be performed than the concurrent performance of 
two auditory tasks, since different resources are engaged.  

In aviation settings, secondary tasks require massive conscious 
processing, especially when relying on instrumentation rather than external 
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visual cues. Thus, following the ‘posture first’ principle, the attention required 
for interpretation of instruments may be compromised in detriment of the 
necessity – triggered by sensorial stimulation – in reestablishing orientation 
and stability. In simulations of a false horizon illusion, reports have shown 
that greater susceptibility to disorientation can be predicted by four variables: 
lower selective attention, higher attention switching, lower information 
updating and lower WM capacity (Bednarek, Truszczyński, & Wutke, 2013). 
These variables were different among pilot’s preferred cognitive styles, but the 
findings have demonstrated the impact that an induced visual impairment 
may have on cognitive processing.  

Spatial tasks are selectively affected by conflicts in self and visual 
motion (Gresty et. al, 2003). Performance was affected in both verbally and 
spatially loaded tasks, and “have been attributed to the draw of general 
attention resources and anxiety” (Gresty et. al, 2003). In their study in an 
induced disorienting scenario in a flight simulator, the performance of 
spatially loaded tasks were degraded, but only in approximately 30% of the 
subjects. The great variability indicates that there is a need for further studies 
involving the assessment of spatial and verbal cognitive performance. 
Additionally, this demonstrates the importance of selection of flight personnel 
and the identification of cognitive determinants of variability between 
subjects.  

Lynch (2011) used a Bárány Chair to investigate the effects of spatial 
cognition during spatial disorientation. The Bárány Chair is a rotary chair 
used to induce disorientation and vestibular stimulation (details explained 
further). He has assessed one particular phase of rotation – the Perceived 
Reverse Rotation (PRR) phase, which happens subsequently a sudden stop of 
rotational movements after spinning. His study suggested that spatially 
loaded tasks were degraded by spatial disorientation during the PRR phase, 
although lacking precise comparisons during the acceleration rotational phase 
– an indicative of similar vestibular interference in the sense of orientation.  

In the present study, the differences between these specific phases will 
be explored further. Additionally, a comparison between them will be made, 
considering, also, the differences between spatially and verbally loaded 
cognitive tasks.  

 
Types of SD  
Spatial disorientation is categorized in three major types: Type I 
(unrecognized), Type II (recognized) and Type III (incapacitating) 
(Gillingham, 1991). In Type I, pilots are unaware of disorientation and believe 
the aircraft is properly responding to inputs. This means that if the flight 
instruments is displaying incongruences in the behavior of the aircraft, it will 
not be noted if the pilot is suffering from distraction, tasks-saturation or 
simply is negligent in cross-checking his or her instruments. In Type II, pilots 
are aware they might be disoriented, but still can control the aircraft. In this 
situation, there is a conflict between what he or she feels the aircraft is doing 
and the actual readings from the flight instruments. The pilot may attribute 
this incongruence to instrument malfunction instead of recognizing he or she 
may be disoriented. In Type III, pilots are aware of their disorientation but 
fail to regain orientation using visual or instrument cues due to vestibular-
ocular disorganization or due to inability to take appropriate actions to 
recover from the disorienting situation (Parmet & Gillingham, 2002). A 
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recent study, released by the US Army Combat Readiness/Safety Center, 
reported that SD represented 31% of rotary-wing accidents with fatalities 
between 2002 and 2011 (Gaydos, Harrigan, & Bushby, 2012). Of those, 86% 
were Type I, demonstrating that unrecognized SD is a vital concern in future 
research in the area.  

The multisensory causes of SD are complex and involve sensory and 
perceptual systems, cognitive and motor factors (Karwowski, 2001). Visual 
and vestibular conflicts or contributions are at the bottom of most SD 
illusions. “Voluntary cortical (lateral) and primitive reflexive (ventromedial) 
motor systems can exacerbate a SD episode to the point of Type III” 
(Karwowski, 2001).   
 
The Visual-Vestibular Convergence 
There are three specialized sensory systems in determining our sense of 
position relative to the surface of the Earth (horizontal plane) and the force of 
the Earth’s gravity (vertical plane). They are comprised of the visual system, 
the vestibular system and the proprioceptive system. These systems use 
sensory receptors to gather all the required information and then send it to 
the brain, which integrates the information and establish our position into a 
single model of orientation (Newman, 2007). 

Visual and vestibular orientation processes are inter-dependent 
(Parmet & Gillingham, 2002). The perceived motion information influences 
the vestibular nuclei in the brainstem, but the combination of visual and 
vestibular orientation and the process of information is integrated in the 
cerebral cortex (Parmet & Gillingham, 2002). The convergence of visual and 
vestibular pathways “appears to allow visual control of basic equilibratory 
reflexes of vestibular origin”  (Parmet & Gillingham, 2002, p. 149). 
Nevertheless, primary control of movement and sense of orientation in space 
is predominantly arbitrated by the visual system. It is estimated that 80% of 
the necessary information for maintaining efficient spatial orientation is 
originated by the central and peripheral visual systems (Previc et al., 2007). 
Visual illusions in flight caused by, i.e. degraded visual environment, means 
that the pilot looses 80% of his or her ability to be oriented by external cues 
and are, therefore, in a very dangerous situation if mainly oriented by visual 
external references, that is, operating under visual flight rules, or VFR.  

The vestibular system has a less evident function in establishing 
orientation – the remaining 20% of necessary information for orientation is 
split with the proprioceptive system – but its importance is crucial for three 
major reasons. The first one is related to the fact that, when motion disrupts 
the retinal image, the re-stabilization of vision is directly influenced by 
vestibular information. Secondly, automatic motor activities extract 
orientation information from vestibular inputs. Thirdly, when vision is 
impaired or absent, the vestibular system provides the ‘only’ information 
about motion and position, considering the stimulus is between the 
boundaries of commonly sensed movement (Parmet & Gillingham, 2002). 

In this project, the focus relies on the interference of vestibular 
stimulation in cognitive performance, and a deeper understanding of 
vestibular mechanisms and vestibular illusions are briefly described below.   
 
The Vestibular System 
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The vestibular system consists of two main sets of organs: the six semicircular 
canals (one pair for each of three orthogonal planes of motion), and the four 
otolith organs (one utricle and one saccule on each side), located in the inner 
ear (Karwowski, 2001). The processing principle for detecting motion and 
variations in position relative to the gravitational frame can be divided in two 
components, responsible for 1) the detection of angular displacements and 
angular acceleration by variations of hair cells attached to a gelatinous mass 
(called Cupula) of the semicircular canals and 2) the detection of linear 
acceleration by the otolith organs via calcium-carbonate crystals located at its 
membrane (Karwowski, 2001).  

The hair cells in the semicircular canals are immersed in the 
endolymph, and sense its inertial delay as angular acceleration begins (Figure 
1). The system is not able to detect sustained head rotations or linear 
accelerations. In brief angular rotations lasting about a second, the canals are 
able to correctly sense head movement and establish accurate velocity in 
space. However, because the inertial delay of the endolymph dissipates after 
5-10 sec, the canals may send information as if turning in the opposite 
direction when a slowing or abruptly turn follows (Karwowski, 2001). This is 
what is called perceived reverse rotation (PRR), mentioned earlier, or 
somatogyral illusion (explained further).  

In the other end, the stimulation threshold for the canals to sense 
angular acceleration is 2º/s. If a turn is made (if the pilot is aware of it or not) 
at a rate of angular acceleration below this threshold, the canals will not 
register the turn, and pilots will feel that they are in a straight and level flight 
path (Newman, 2007). They may experience this sensation and misinterpret 
their relative position during prolonged banked turns (Benson, 1988).  

 
 

 
 
Figure 1. The three semicircular canals are at right angles to each other and act as angular 
accelerometers. Adapted from An overview of spatial disorientation as a factor in aviation 
accidents and incidents (p. 15) by D. Newman, 2007, Canberra City, ACT, Australian 
Transport Safety Bureau.  
 

The otoliths follow the same mechanism when submitted to linear 
acceleration. The interpretation for accelerations for more than 2s will be 
sensed as if there was a shift in the head relative to gravity. The system will 
suffer the same mechanical distortion as described in the semicircular canals; 
the endolymph inertia will lag behind and so the detection of acceleration by 
the otoliths.   The major source of vestibular generated SD illusions in flight 
comes from difficulties in interpreting vestibular inputs during sustained 
angular and linear accelerations (Karwowski, 2001, p. 1001). 
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The proprioceptor system comprises a set of pressure sensors 
throughout the body (Newman, 2007). They are primarily located at tendons, 
ligaments, muscles, jonts and skin. A given set of pressure receptors at these 
locations acquire information from external pressure inputs to assist in the 
establishment of body orientation.      
 
Vestibular Illusions Causing Spatial Disorientation in Aviation 
SD illusions can be caused by angular or linear motion, but usually both 
systems are constantly interacting to form a motion illusion (Gillingham and 
Previc, 1993).  

Some of the most common vestibular illusions in flight are the ‘leans’, 
the Coriolis illusion, the G-excess illusion, the somatogravic illusion and the 
somatogyral illusion.  

According to Holmes et al., 2003, the ‘leans’ is the most frequently 
experienced episode of SD. The leans may happen in good visual condition 
and it consists of a false perception of angular displacement in the roll axis 
(Figure 2). In this situation, the pilot misjudge that the aircraft is at a banked 
angle, and leans in the direction of the falsely perceived vertical. The illusion 
of bank is frequently associated with vestibulospinal reflex (Davis, Stepanek, 
Johnson, 2008).  
 

 
 
Figure 2. The three axis of an aircraft’s actions. Adapted from Fundamentals of Aerospace 
Medicine (p. 146) by J.R. Davis, R. Johnson, J. Stepanek (Eds.), 4th ed.,  2008, Philadelphia, 
PA, Lippincott, Williams and Wilkins.   
 

The Coriolis illusion or cross-coupling effect takes place when the pilot 
moves his or her head out of the plane of rotation. If the aircraft again enters 
a turn and maintains it at a constant angular velocity, the endolymph in the 
semicircular ducts maintain the same angular velocity as the head and the 
sensation of rotation ceases (Davis, Stepanek, Johnson, 2008). If the pilot 
then looks up i.e. looking for traffic, down or back into the turn, there is a 
cross-coupled stimulation of the semicircular canals, causing conflicting 
information processing and inducing disorientation.  

The G-excess illusion or G-excess effect is a complex phenomenon with 
greater incidence in military operations. It consists of a false or exaggerated 
sensation of body tilt when there is a sustained G force of more than the 
normal 1Gz3 (Newman, 2007).  
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In the somatogravic illusion (also known as pitch-up illusion), the 
otolith organs sense the linear acceleration, but the lack of external references 
makes the brain interpret the event as a pitch-up condition (as if the head 
would be tilted backwards, in an attempt to make sense according to the 
Earth’s gravitational vertical).  

The somatogyral illusion is also known as the graveyard spin or spiral 
(Benson, 1988). In this condition, the semicircular canals are incapable in 
assisting the establishment of positioning. In a spiral turn or spin – 
commonly experienced by military pilots – the semicircular canals will detect 
the initial angular acceleration. When the spiral turn is at a constant angular 
velocity, the endolymph within the semicircular canals are also at a constant 
speed, and does not sense angular rotation anymore (similarly to the initial 
phase that may lead to the Coriolis illusion). The signal is, then, that no turn 
is happening. If the visual system is impaired by i.e. DVE, the pilot is 
oblivious that a turn is occurring. When the spiral turn ceases, the endolymph 
will keep its momentum, and the pilot may experience that he or she is 
rotating to the opposite side – the perceived reverse rotation (PRR) sensation. 
This may lead him or her to a re-entry of the original turn, in an attempt to 
compensate the actual perceived sensation. This can make him or her believe 
that they are straight and level, which is a false assumption. Unless this 
situation is properly corrected, this can lead to loss of altitude and, 
subsequently, impact into terrain.  
 
Research Objectives 
The relationship between spatial disorientation and cognition has only 
recently been studied within the context of performance in aviation (Webb et 
al., 2012). Previous studies have primarily focused on the visual system as a 
main component for assessing disorienting situations in aviation. Gresty et al. 
(2008) have found that Coriolis stimulation provoked higher error rates in 
one of the selected visual cognitive tests.  

This study sought to investigate the effects of vestibular illusion on 
cognitive performance, excluding the interference of the visual system. The 
main objective was to understand how the vestibular system, in isolation, 
interferes in cognitive processes. As mentioned earlier, the vestibular system 
is only sensitive to acceleration and deceleration - either in rotary or linear 
movements - but not constant velocity. In this sense, the experiment was 
designed as to compare different rotational phases and how vestibular 
stimulation affects cognitive processes. It was analyzed vestibular influences 
during five rotational phases in the yaw axis, particularly comparisons 
between a baseline pre-rotation (static), acceleration, constant speed (when 
the sensation of rotation ceases due to endolymph’s inertia), deceleration, or 
PRR (when the attempt to compensate the sensation occurs) and a post (after 
rotation, at rest) phase. This was performed using a Bárány Chair. The 
cognitive tasks were performed in each of the five phases of rotation in the 
chair. 

In relation to spatially or verbally loaded cognitive tasks, previous 
results demonstrated that there is a selective disruption of spatial tasks in 
relation to verbal tasks during conflicts between visual and vestibular 
stimulation (Gresty et. al, 2003). Kerr, Condon and McDonald (1985) have 
also found that an unstable posture also provoked more errors in memory 
tasks involving spatial processing than in non-spatial memory tasks. This 
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study aimed to test if these results follow a similar trend if only the vestibular 
system is under stimulation, particularly during critical phases of acceleration 
and deceleration.   

Consequently, two hypotheses were tested:  
 

1. There is a decrease in cognitive performance during acceleration 
(ACCEL) and PRR phases in comparison with pre-rotation (PRE), constant 
(CONST) and post-rotation (POST) phases.  

2. The impact on performance of spatially loaded cognitive tasks is 
greater in the ACCEL and PRR phases in comparison with verbally loaded 
cognitive tasks.  

 
 

Methods 
 
Design  
This study aimed to assess the interference of vestibular illusion in the 
performance of spatial and verbal cognitive tasks. As visual interference had 
to be excluded from the experiment, the subjects were blindfolded and the 
tasks were aurally presented.  To ensure consistency across participants, 
cognitive tests were digitally recorded. Additionally, presentation of the tests 
was randomized to exclude order effects.  
 
A total of 24 volunteers participated in four randomized rotation runs (two 
clockwise, two anticlockwise) with a speed of 120º/s in a Bárány Chair (Table 
1). They were asked to perform distinct spatial and verbal cognitive tasks in 
five phases of each rotation run: pre-rotation (PRE), acceleration (ACCEL), 
constant speed (CONST), sudden-stop (PRR) and post-rotation (POST).  
 

 
 Task Direction of Rotation 

Run 1 Verbal Clockwise 
Run 2 Spatial Clockwise 
Run 3 Verbal Anticlockwise 
Run 4 Spatial Anticlockwise 

 
Table 1. Sample of run order and direction of rotation for one subject. The task order and 
direction of rotation were randomized between the 24 subjects in the study.  
 

The independent variables of interest were rotation runs, divided in 
two clockwise and two anti-clockwise rotations, phase conditions and two 
cognitive tasks (one spatial and one verbal, in two occasions). The dependent 
variables were participant’s accuracy and reaction time in the tasks. 
 
Participants 
The Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul Research Ethics and 
Scientific Committee approved the study protocol.  

Twenty-four participants were selected from the student population of 
the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil. 
The method for selecting candidates was done on a voluntary basis. 
Experiments were performed at John Ernsting Aerospace Physiology 
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Laboratory – Microgravity Centre. Seventeen men and seven women aged 18 
to 41 years (M=23.37, SD=5.80) participated in the study. The average height 
and weight were, respectively, M=171.33cm, SD=8.31 and M=65.79kg, 
SD=9.43. Seven participants were students from aeronautical sciences 
department and had some flight experience. Due to the fact all had less than 
80 flying hours experience, this characteristic was not isolated for further 
analyzes in susceptibility to disorientation. All subjects were healthy and were 
not under influence of medication that could interfere with the experiment. 
Equipment 

Apparatus description  
The Bárány Chair is a rotating chair developed by Austro-Hungarian 
physiologist Robert Bárány in 1906 to investigate the function and reaction of 
the vestibular system (Figure 3). It has been widely used in aerospace 
physiology training since then. Its functioning is based on the principle that 
the stimulus applied to the body is the same as the stimulus applied to the 
head. The perception of movement is acquired through stimulation of 
semicircular canals in the inner ear.    

The chair was designed and built by the Biomedical Engineering 
Laboratory at Microgravity Centre. A three-phase alternating current motor 
(Spiroplan®, SEW Eurodrive – WF10 DT56M4) was used as power source. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Subject being tested in the Bárány Chair in the present study, installed at John 
Ernsting Aerospace Physiology Laboratory, Microgravity Centre, PUC-RS, Porto Alegre, 
Brazil. The computer on the left of the picture controls the chair’s functioning. The computer 
on the right of the picture controls the application and response of the cognitive tasks.       
 
 

The chair was set to rotate at 120º/sec (20rpm). Manual programming 
software Movitools MotionStudio® 5.70 SEW Eurodrive was used to operate 
the chair. The software also allowed controlling ramp acceleration, 
deceleration and direction of rotation – clockwise or anti-clockwise. For all 
tests, subjects were seated and secured in the chair with seatbelt. They were 
asked to remain still with head straight and aligned with the body. To stop, 
and as to produce the PRR sensation, the chair was manually held by one of 
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the assistants after motor cut. This was done within three quarters of a 
revolution from stop. 

   
Assessments 

Cognitive Assessments 
The cognitive assessments included a spatially loaded task and a verbally 
loaded task. Gresty et al. (2008) have used visual spatial and verbal cognitive 
tasks to assess cognitive impairment during Coriolis illusion in the Bárány 
Chair. A previous publication by the same author has found that a mismatch 
and visual motion may have stronger interference in spatial than verbal tasks 
(Gresty, 2003).  

The software Words, developed by the Automation Engineering 
Department at Microgravity Centre, coordinated the computerized controlled 
tasks. The cognitive test was aurally presented through wireless headphones 
in the native language of the subjects. Task response consisted of only two 
possible choices; correct or incorrect, and were marked in a wireless response 
keypad (Figure 4).  
 

Spatial tasks. The spatial task consisted in the establishment of congruency in 
laterality of the words right or left. The subject hears the words right or left in 
one ear only (right or left ear), and has to identify if the word and laterality 
matches. If it does so, the subject presses the correct button in the keypad. If 
it does not match, the subject has to press the incorrect button in the keypad.  
 

Verbal Tasks.  The verbal task consisted in the establishment of congruency of 
the gender of familiar names with the gender of voice heard. The subject 
hears a male or female name in both ears and has to match with the male or 
female voice heard. If the gender of the name matches the gender of the voice, 
the subject has to press the correct response button in the keypad. If it does 
not match, the subject has to press the incorrect response button in the 
keypad. 
 
 

B. 

 A.            
 

Figure 4. Wireless response keypad. The Words software records responses. A. Marked 
buttons correspond to incorrect (cross at left hand side) and correct (tick at the right hand 
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side). B. The subject, blindfolded, can place the fingers over the buttons before the test starts, 
and does not need to look at the keypad when responding to inputs.   
 

 
Accuracy (percentage of correct answers) and reaction time (end of 

stimulus to onset of participant’s response) were calculated from the mean for 
each condition for each subject. Cognitive throughput (trade-off between 
response accuracy and reaction time) was also considered and resultant from 
the following formula: 
 
 
Cognitive throughput:    60.000 (millisenconds/minute) 

       [RT * (1/AVE correct responses)] 
 
 

Increased performance, decreased response times or increased 
cognitive throughput is indicative of improved cognitive performance. 

The first response for each task was excluded since its accuracy and 
reaction time could be compromised by the initial surprise element. No 
response marks were excluded as they were presumed to be a result of 
distraction and not difficulty in answering to the task.  
 
Procedures 
Written informed consent was obtained from interested participants upon 
arrival. Participants were asked to complete three questionnaires prior to 
testing: Motion Sickness Susceptibility Questionnaire, Vision and Motion 
Sensitivity Questionnaire and Situational Vertigo Questionnaire.  

The protocol was explained to the subjects before they went on the 
chair for testing. The keypad was presented and its functioning demonstrated. 
No prior training was allowed. They were conducted and secured in the chair, 
given the wireless earphones, earmuffs and the keypad. Prior to be 
blindfolded, they were asked to place their thumbs over the response buttons 
and asked not to move them during the experiment. They were instructed to 
attempt to respond the tasks as fast and accurately as possible. After subject’s 
consent, the test begins.  

Two research assistants managed the computers that control the chair 
and the application and response of the cognitive tasks. The total time for 
each of the four runs was eight minutes. During a single run, the same 
cognitive task is applied in five conditions: pre-rotation (PRE), acceleration 
(ACCEL), constant speed (CONST), sudden-stop (PRR) and post-rotation 
(POST). Table 2 depicts the total sequence for a single run. The tasks were 
60s long. The aural stimulus was presented in a randomized interval of 2s to 
4s. This would prevent stimulus ‘anticipation’. If there is no response after 
maximum of 4s, the next word is presented and the mark is considered no 
response.  
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Time Condition 
0s PRE: 1st task 
1min ACCEL: 2nd task (rotation starts) 
2min Pause for 1min 
3min CONST: 3rd task 
4min Pause for 1min 
5min PRR: 4th task (rotation ceases) 
6min Pause for 1min  
7min POST: 5th task 
8min End 

 
Table 2. Timeline for a single run. The same cognitive task is applied five times (in each of 
the five conditions considered). 
 

The experimenter would inform the subject when the run is over by 
touching his or her shoulder, and only then they could remove the eyeshade 
and talk. The subsequent run starts after the subject informs that any signs or 
symptoms mentioned are resumed. This usually happened after 2-5 minutes 
interval.   

After completing each run, participants were asked to state if they have 
signs and symptoms of motion sickness. The experimenter would complete 
the post-run Motion Sickness Questionnaire indicating subjective signs of 
disorientation, pallor, sweating and vomiting, as well as symptoms of nausea, 
dizziness, headache, buzzing and scotoma. The questionnaire was extracted 
from the Diagnostic Criteria of Motion Sickness (Graybiel et al. 1968). 

  
 

Results 
 

Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 21.0 with alpha level of 
significance set of .05. Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
used to assess cognitive performance across the two cognitive tasks and 
within the five conditions (PRE, ACCEL, CONST, PRR, POST). 

 
Cognitive Performance 
Separate t-test for accuracy and response times for spatial and verbal 
cognitive tasks have shown no significant difference in spinning either 
clockwise or anti-clockwise. The two data sets were therefore merged for 
further analysis.  
 
Accuracy 
Mean accuracy data comparison between spatial and verbal tasks is presented 
in Figure 5. The main effect in accuracy in the task factor was not significant: 
F(1, 23) = 0.01; p = .751. The main effect in accuracy in the condition factor 
was not significant: F(4, 92) = 0.869; p = .486. There was no significant 
interaction in accuracy between type of task and the condition: F(4, 92) = 
1.035; p = .394.  
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Estimated Marginal Means of Accuracy 
 

 
Figure 5. Mean accuracy data comparison between spatial and verbal tasks in the five 
rotational phase conditions.  
 
Response times 
Mean response time data comparison between spatial and verbal tasks is 
presented in Figure 6. The main effect in response time in the task factor was 
significant: F(1, 23) = 36.8; p < .001. Verbal response time was significantly 
greater than spatial response time. The main effect in response time in the 
condition factor was significant: F(4, 92) = 3.118; p = .019. Employing the 
Bonferroni post-hoc test, no significant differences were found between the 
conditions (for all, p > .o5). There was no significant interaction in response 
time between type of task and the condition: F(4, 92) = 0.939; p = .445.  
 

 
Estimated Marginal Means of Reaction Time 

 

 
Figure 6. Mean response time data comparison between spatial and verbal tasks in the five 
rotational phase conditions.  
 
 
Cognitive Throughput 
Mean throughput scores data comparison between spatial and verbal tasks is 
presented in Figure 7. The main effect in throughput scores in the task factor 
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was significant: F(1, 23) = 50.846; p < 0.001. Spatial throughput scores were 
significantly greater than verbal throughput scores. The main effect in 
throughput scores in the condition factor was significant:  F(4, 92) = 3.136; p 
= 0.018. Employing the Bonferroni post-hoc test, no significant differences 
were found between the conditions (for all, p > .o5). 

There was no significant interaction in throughput scores between type 
of task and the condition: F(4, 92) = 0.531; p = 0.713.   

 
 

Estimated Marginal Means of Cognitive Throughput 
 

 
Figure 7. Mean throughput scores data comparison between spatial and verbal tasks in the 
five rotational phase conditions.  

 
 

Baseline comparisons for cognitive throughput 
In order to identify differences between conditions in the same task in 
relation to the preliminary motionless condition, a comparison was made 
between the initial phase (PRE) with the subsequent ACCEL, CONST, PRR 
and POST conditions.  

A one-sample t-test showed that the difference in the spatial task was 
significant between PRE and CONST condition (t = 2.667, df = 23, p = .007, 
one-tailed). The mean difference between conditions was 2.08 and the 95% CI 
of the difference is between 0.46 and 3.69. The difference was also significant 
between PRE and POST condition (t = 2.617, df = 23, p = .007, one-tailed). 
The mean difference between conditions was 2.50 and the 95% CI of the 
difference is between 0.52 and 4.47.  

The difference in the verbal task was significant between PRE and 
POST condition only (t = 2.633, df = 23, p = .007, one-tailed). The mean 
difference between conditions was 2.32 and the 95% CI of the difference is 
between 0.49 and 4.14. (Figure 8).    
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Figure 8. Difference (±SE) from baseline condition (PRE) for the four rotational subsequent 
phases.   
 

Discussion 
 
The results of this study do not support that SD induced by rotation in the 
yaw axis negatively impacts cognitive processing. Participant’s performance 
in the cognitive tasks was not significantly affected during acceleration nor 
during deceleration phases, as hypothesized.  Additionally, there is no 
significant evidence that the impact on performance of spatially loaded 
cognitive tasks is greater in the acceleration and deceleration phases in 
comparison with verbally loaded cognitive tasks. The results are not in 
accordance with previous results, indicating SD negatively impacts cognition 
(Webb et al., 2012; Lynch, 2011; Bednarek et al., 2013), neither with the 
‘posture first’ principle.  

Task accuracy indicated no significant changes between tasks, 
conditions and no significant interaction between type of task and the 
condition (Figure 5). Comparisons at baseline conditions have shown no 
significant difference, which demonstrates that the tasks are correspondingly 
demanding when no stimulus is present. Comparisons of the four rotational 
phases with the baseline condition have shown accuracy differences between 
the two tasks, although not significant. Since no cognitive deficits occurred 
due to disorientating stimuli, it is expected that both cognitive tasks would 
have an overall tendency for similar accuracy levels, which was confirmed. 

Mean response times in verbal tasks was significantly higher than in 
spatial tasks (Figure 6). Since there was no significant difference in the mean 
response time in the task*condition interaction, this result can be interpreted 
according to the nature of the task itself. The spatial task used in this 
experiment consisted of only two possible choices – ‘left’ or ‘right’. That is, the 
stimulus can be quickly identified upon hearing the first syllable in these two 
words. The verbal task has more than two possibilities of judgment. The first 
syllable does not give a straightforward indication of the gender of the 
presented name and interpretation in matching with the gender of the voice 
may depend on personal experiences. The processing in verbal tasks is, then, 
more laborious and takes longer. This fact does not mean that verbal tasks are 
more difficult than spatial tasks. Similar mean accuracy levels in both tasks 
confirmed this. Rather, verbal tasks processing is more complex and demands 
more time.  

The overall decrease in response time for both tasks among conditions 
can be also interpreted as a learning effect. Even with randomized intervals 
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between presented stimuli (2000-4000ms), it was not sufficient to dissolve 
the allocation of attention resources or to consistently induce the novelty 
effect. 

Throughput scores represent the trade-off between accuracy and 
reaction time and are interpreted as a measure of cognitive efficiency. 
Throughput scores in spatial tasks were consistently and significantly higher 
than in verbal tasks across all rotation conditions (Figure 7). However, as in 
reaction time scores, there were no significant differences between conditions 
within the same task, indicative of no significant influence of rotation in the 
performance of both cognitive tasks. Besides a slight decrease in throughput 
scores during PRR phase in comparison with the preceding CONST and the 
succeeding POST phase, the decrement was not significant. Additionally, 
there is a clear trend representative of increasing mean throughput scores in 
both tasks. This is also indicative of a learning effect and suggestive of the 
insufficient influence of disorienting stimuli throughout rotational phases.  

It was unexpected that cognitive performance in the acceleration and 
deceleration phases was not significantly decreased in comparison to the pre-
rotation and post-rotation phases, and with the more ‘stable’ constant velocity 
rotation phase. One possible reason for this is that the stimulus was not 
strong enough to induce disorientation. The Bárány Chair rotates in only one 
axis, and the participants were instructed to keep the head aligned and still 
during rotations. This means that there was no conflict of information 
amongst the three vestibular canals, since only one was under incitement. In 
real flight conditions, all vestibular canals are under constant stimulation, and 
the demand on attentional resources is likewise augmented. Gresty et al. 
(2008) have conducted three series of experiments using head rolls during 
rotation in yaw axis to promote Coriolis illusion, self-induced disorientation 
by head rotation (also involving three axis) and disorientation by moving 
visual fields. As mentioned earlier, vision accounts for nearly 80% of 
information for maintaining orientation and, since their studies involved 
visual cognitive tasks, the interaction effect with the disorienting stimuli 
could have been greater, therefore demonstrating vulnerability of complex 
spatial processing during disorientation. This study has primarily investigated 
the effects of vestibular stimulation on cognitive performance, and there 
seems to be segregation between the disorienting stimulus and response of 
audio cognitive tasks. This scenario means that an interaction between these 
two factors is less likely to occur at a central level, favoring the influence of 
confounding factors.  

In real flight conditions, the pilot deals with more than one task in a 
disorienting setting. It is necessary to communicate with usually more than 
one person (the co-pilot and the air traffic controller), establish its position 
and dealing with the instruments. The ‘posture first’ principle states that 
when balance and orientation are under threat, resources are prioritized to 
regain orientation. Possibly the lack of a secondary task in this study limited 
attention switching and inhibition occurrences, impeding concurrent 
cognitive tasks assessments and its interference with disorientation. Although 
still impossible to isolate workload from disorientation, it might have been 
possible to establish a relation between increased cognitive workload with 
difference stages of vestibular stimulation. 

Additionally, the absence of a penalty or risk element for being 
disoriented could have favored the participants regardless of disorientation 
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stimuli. Participants could essentially focus in answering the cognitive tasks. 
Since the investigation relied on the influence of vestibular stimulation – and 
subjects were blindfolded – there was no need to establish orientation, 
neither the task demanded that they attempt to be oriented. Therefore, the 
focus in exclusively answering the cognitive task may have contributed to the 
lack of cognitive decrements in the expected acceleration and deceleration 
conditions.  

In the broader sense of real flight situations, cognitive deficits caused 
by SD is more representative when secondary tasks are present, when there is 
a risk or penalty element involved and when considering the interaction with 
external visual processing. The conflict of information between the visual, 
vestibular and proprioceptive mechanisms plays a significant role in 
investigating cognitive performance in SD, and such factors could not be 
integrated in this experiment. Consequently, studies in SD should attempt to 
combine at least two mechanisms involved in the establishment of orientation 
to increase its ecological validity.  

 
 

Conclusion 
 
This study has demonstrated the importance of the assessment of the effects 
of vestibular stimulation on cognitive performance. The Bárány Chair is still a 
very useful tool in demonstrating the effects of vestibular stimulation for 
establishment of position. However, studies involving this interaction should 
combine visual and vestibular mechanisms, and flight simulators could better 
replicate such conditions. Past studies have demonstrated that flight 
simulators helped pilots learn, recognize and recover from SD situations 
(Gibb et al., 2011), but even its appropriate use has limitations. Vestibular 
countermeasures training has been tried but its effects are not efficient. 
Attempts using galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) for astronaut training 
seems to negatively affect pilot’s performance and so far there is no vestibular 
countermeasures training capable of decreasing the effects of vestibular SD 
(Paillard, Quarck, & Denise, 2014). Previc et al. (1993) have described that a 
threat of potential disorientation of which subjects are not completely aware 
may also affect the performance on verbal and spatial tasks, but that has to 
involve incongruences between the vestibular inputs and the visual field. 
Future studies regarding the assessment of effects of SD for pilots should rely 
on this interaction.  
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